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PREFACE

This report on Developing Board Agendas That Focus on Policy is third in a
second volume of reports on timely issues of concern to State Boards of Educa.
dos. Publication of these Imperative of Leadership reports is made available to
all NASBE members with funds provided by the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965 (ESE A, Public Law 89-10, Title V, Section 505), through
the State of New York. The first report in this volume, on Declining Enrollments, was published with funds provided by the National Institute of Education
(ME).
Other reports on the following topics are being published in this series of
issue packages:

Developing Effective and Visible State Boards of Education
Career Education
Community Education
Alternative Methods of Teacher Education
Developing Consistent and Cooperative Constituency Linkages
An eighth report on Preventive Health Education will be published early next

year, and is being funded through the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, Center for Disease Control, Atlanta, Georgia.
The report that follows is organized into four sections. Section I presents a
condensed Overview Summary of the research text contained in Section 11. Sec-

tion III, the Action Alternatives, contains recommendations developed by the
NASBE staff. Section IV is an Appendix, consisting of Footnotes and an Annotated Bibliography.
NASBE wishes to express its appreciation to Dr. David L. Colton, Director of
the Center for Educational Field Studies..at Washington University, St. Louis,
Missouri, who wrote the research text._
James M. Connor
NASBE President
September 1976

Denver, Colorado
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SECTION I

Overview Summary

The direction of state level educational policy making has suffered because of
the conflicting and increasing spheres of influence of "self-appointed task forces
and commissions," governors and legislatures, state departments of education
and other education and governance groups.

As an initial test in determining if your State Board is fulfilling its legally
mandated policy making functions, check the Minutes of your Board's last few
meetings. Are they dominated by routine items like reports and information? Are
business items habitually passed, rejected or tabled with little or no discussion?
"Functionally, a policy item is any item that guides subsequent actions by
others," according to Dr. Colton, who identifies four constraints to a Board's
achieving a policy focused agenda:

The "Apex Myth" which portrays the State Board at the pinnacle of
educational policy making in a state. Rather than harboring this notion, the
author suggests that Board members realize their role in some or all of these four

stages of policy formation: issue definition, proposal formulation, support
mobilization and decision enactment.

The "Inefficacy Myth"a traditional image of powerlessness of State
Boards. To counteract, use your annual report to inspire, suggest and persuade.
Develop a public relations scheme to enhance your position among other pankipants in the policy making role, and among the public at large.
.

Statutory ConstraintsDo they interfere with your policy responsibilities by burdening your Board with important, but time-consuming
routine mandates? Appoint a committee to study your state's statutes to sec if
they help or hinder.

Political Isolation Consider what educational policy ought to be, and
be attuned to the expectations and demands of the public.

Conditions of Board MembershipSince Board membership changes,
it's possible to discuss issues on their merits, unhindered by personalities
and the like. Be prepared to initiate new members: develop your own orientation
program and take advantage of the boardmanship assistance offered by NASBE.
Be mindful of the importance of good Board Minutes.

MetapolicyPolicies About Policies
Once you have allotted time to deal with educational policy items, yon must
then be sure you are dealing with them in a productive and effective fashion.
These five aspects of metapoliey can help:

GOAL IDENTIFICATIONYour selection criteria might include your
Board's officially established goals; "authority,- such as policy statements of
the U S. Office of Education or your state's commissioner of education; planning
and evaluation reports; and opinion polling.

SCHEDULING Develop one- and four-year calendars around such
things as your legislature's and Congress timetables, election campaigns. significant conferences and the like.
1

STAFF WORKState Board functions, like gathering and distributing
information, briefing new members, preparation of Minutes. and thc like, require

timeand that is time taken away from policy items. Staff members directly
responsible to the Board would help alleviate this burden_
INCREMENTALISM A% oid -anal) sib paraly sis by de % c loping policy
one siep at a time. Don't wait to act until yoll ha% e all the information on a topic
AGENDA BUILDING At each Roan.: meeting, re% iew )our agenda and
recoasider it if need be. Bc flexible in allowing changes.
To make certain that your identified polit.y items w ill rechc the attention they
desene will require discipline by the Board As an assist. remember the following:

Beware of Parkinson's Law that "work expands to fill the time mailable for its completion."
Meet in a physical environment that fadlitutes policy making.
Adopt and adhere to rules or procedure.
insist on good staff work,
Assess your work periodkally.

0
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SECTION II

Developing Board Agendas That
Focus on Policy
By David L. Colton, Director
Center for Educational Field Studies
Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri.

As things now stand educational polk)flaps in the n sod. And the direction
of the prevailing wind continuall) changes as one and then another blast
overpowers gusts combuudly swirling about from lanous quarters. each
with its own source of poet er and mows, its own base of operations, its
own conunitmems. . . Conflicting interests are thelifeblood of democratic politics, so their existence in education is not the problem. The problem
is that no institutional mechanism eAists ta inenhilase the shifting balance 0.1

power among these interests into ii reasanahl tonsistem and tu»ndatively
sdficorrecting

Until recently the institutional met:hal:isms that established fundamental edu.
cational policies were 10Sal school boards, prestigious national groups like the
Educational Policies CVninission (now defunah and prominent indi iduals such
as Horace Mann. John Dewey. George Strayer and filmes Conant. But today's
local boards of education increasingly arc dominated by their own -hief executives 2 Moreover, they are confronted by many issues such as financial reform
and teacher bargaining Ix hich arc not amenable to local solutions.' Elite national
commissions and indi% iduals ha% e lost their credibility in a!woei) permeated by
skepticism and dashed hopes.

Many solutions are being advocated. Some people argue for the establishment of a national school board. Local school boards, individually and
through their state and national associations, demand restoration of their
pre-eminence in policy determination. Teacher assodations, through direct
political action and through bargaining at the local level, constantly broaden
their spheres of influence. Self-appointed task forces and cot imisrions set

forth agendas for American education, Governors and legisla:ures
strengthen their policy making capabilities at the state level, and work collaboratively through such organizations as the Education Commission of the
States in Denver, Colo. Meanwhile, Congress, the courts, federal agencies
and pressure groups churn out new policies, new rules and new demands.
No wonder educational policy "flaps in the wind"!
Sbould State Boards of Education try to provide coherence and direction to

our educational policies? Can they? Given their legal mandato and their
strategic positions, they should., But it remains to be seen whether they can.
Data from the recent Educational Go% ernance Prow Study of len state school
boardq "'point unmistakably to die weakness of state boards of education as
rdiey-making participants .4 Anyone reading a sampling of Minutes from State
Board meetings probably would reach .1 similar conclusion. The Minutes indicate
that routine items dominate the Bthird meetings. reports are recened. information
3
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and complaints are presented, ceremonial functions are performed. Recommendations for budget approvals and personnel appointments are adopted with
little discussion. Policy oriented material is minimal. There are exceptions of
course. But their very exceptionality raises doubts about the State Boards" policy
making capabilities. Read the Minutes of your Board for the last year or two. Has
your Beard systematically addressed the major policy issues confronting education in your state? Has it taken effective actions designed to bring about resolution of these issues? If so, read no further. If not, considar the possibility that the
situation can be remedied, and read on. In the Educatioual Governance Project
Study, the best indicator of school board influence was the extent to which Board
meetings emphasized policy matters.1 There are ways to increase such enipliasis.

THE NATURE OF AGENDAS AND
THE NATURE OF POLICY
An agenda should not be viewed merely as a list or items that a board
"goes through" at its meetings. Properly considered, an agenda is like a
budget. It allocates valuable resourcesthe time and talents of school board
members. The following pages suggest approaches to the, task of increasing
the proportion of the agenda which is allocated to policy matters.

Defining 'Policy'
A preliminary step is to set aside the notion that policy matters are only
those items which are intended to appear in State Board policy manuals.
Functionally, a policy item Is any item that guides subsetpient actions by
others. Thus if a Board provides input to the Governor's annual Message to
the Legislature, it is engaged in policy making. Adoption of a Board resolution expressing support or opposition about a policy recommendation made
by some other organization is a policy item. A decision to intervene in a
judicial proceeding affects policy. Under some circumstances an ostensibly
routine agenda item can become a policy item. For example, a New England

school board recently chose to include in its Minutes the text of a letter it
sent to a local district wbich had protested its failure to be awarded some
funds. The letter set fortb In detail the reasons why the State Board had
declined to make the award. That letter surely will not appear in any state
policy manual, but just as surely it will serve as a guide to action by local
school districts. In the same fashion, another State Board's refusal to waive
certification requirements for the benefit or a district facing a strike was a
policy action, for it set a precedent.
While it is important to recognize that policy matters can take many forms .
such recognition does not solve the problem of finding ways to des ell) Igendas
that allocate mote time to policy matters. Solution to that problem requires three
types of action.
First, the constraints that limit a Board's attention to polity items must he
identified and techniques for int:miming or 0% morning. thoe anstraints
must be developed.
Second, policies must be dth eloped (or ensuring produoise use 01 the time
allocated to policy items.

Third, there must be procedures lor assuring cuntinualion ol a policy
focus.

4
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CONSTRAINTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Many conditions inhibit the attainment of a policy focus in State Board agendas. Among these conditions, the following appear to be particularly important:

the "apex" mph, the tradition of inefficacy, statutory constraints. political
isolation, and the t-nditions of Board membership. The policy-inhibiting effects
of these conditions can be minimized, and in somc edbes they can be converted
into assets.

The "Apex" Myth
This myth, which is manifested in organization charts, legal doctrine and
inspirational rhetoric, depicts the State Board at thc apex of the state's educational policy formation system. In reality however, governors, state legislatures.
the courts, Coagress, federal cxecuthe agencies., and a host of special interest
groups arc actively involved in the educational policy formation process. There is
no apex. One rcsponsc to recognition of thc gap between myth and reality is to
aficopt a "'spheres of influence" posture whereby the state school board restricts
its attention to those policy matters that happen to fall its way. !caving other
policy matters to other actors. But this posture aggravates, rather than ameliorates, the "flapping in the wind" problem cited earlier.
An alternate response rests upon understanding that policy formation occurs in
several stages. Professors Roald Campbell and Tim Mazzoni identify four:
Issue definition:
Process by which the preferences of indMduals

and groups become translated into political issues.

Proposal ibrmulation: Process by w hich issues are developed as
specific recommendations for a policy change or
for maintaining the status quo.

Support mobilization: Process by which individuals and groups arc
activated to support or to oppose alternative
policy proposals.
Decision enactment:

Process by which an authoritative (i.e. governmental) policy choice is.made among alternative proposals.6

The facts of life of educational policy making are such that S:ate Boards Often do
not, cannot and need not dominate the policy making proccss at all four stages.
However, by exerting influence at just onc or two stages, the Board can have a
profound effect upon policy.

The complexity oft he policy making process permits the Board to exercise
leverageprovided its agendas direct attention to educational policy making
activities being conducted by others. To accomplish this. a Board's agenda
should allot time for receipt and consideration of intelligente reports" about the
policy focused activities of actors in othcr educational policy making arenas. For

example. the "Washingto I Report" section of NASBE's newsletter. FOCUS.
includes items that may prompt a State Board to contact its congressional delega-

tion, or to respond in sonie fashion to a proposed federal regulation individual
Board members, as welVai slate education agency staffers, should brief the
Board about happenings that may be germane to policy.
These intelligence activities have two main purposes. First, they identify opportunities for the Board to exert leverage upon the policy making attn Ries of
other actors For example. if thc Governor is scheduled to make 4 major address.
the Board can tell the Governor about its conterns and plans. thereby engaging in

"issue definition" and -proposal formulation- act:v ales. Where the courts define an issuc. the Board can step forward with proposed solutions. as the New
Jersey Board did during thc course of that state's retent school flume litigation.
5
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and as the Missouri Board did last year in connection with desegregation litiga.
lion. Where another agency is moving toward the decision enactment stage,
expressions of support or opposition from the State Board of Education may
provide the margin of difference in the outcome of the action.

The second main purpose of intelligence activities is to learn from the
experience of others. One of the great % inues of our federal system of go% ernmeat is that studies and policy actions in one state can lead to infonned related
actions in other states, thus sa%ing energy and pro% iding occaaions for learning
from experience. A problem is that too many states think they are completely
unique and cannot profit from the experience of others. Some states ha% e not yet
become aware of the tremendous information-sharing potential of data retrie%al
systems such as the Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC), %%here
policy background papers prepared in one state can readily be retneted to help
another state dealing vath a related problem. Education nettsletters and conferences can serve the same purpose.

What all of this means is that the apex image should be replaced by one
which depicts the State Board as a kind of "traffic controller" in the educational policy making system: identifying events here, making connections
there, shunting aside energies elsewhere, initiating patterns in still another
place. Influence does not depend as mills upon position in a power pyramid
as it depends on information and the uses to which it is put.

The "Inefficacy" Myth
A curious anornoly of State Boards of Eduuation is that the apes myth soexists %t ith a traditional inial.e of potterlessness and imonsequentlahty. Rd'
decades State Boards hate been cape% tcd to play inaignifisam roles in the eduta-

tional policy formation process. and they ha% c done so. The image must be
chang.al in'ihe eyes of school board members themselt es. in the eyes of other
educational policy makers. and in the eyes ore= publis at large. There are many
techniques for doing this. The leterage techniques dissussed abut,: %%ill help.
Board members can seek out edikaional nett %letters and other materials that
feature ard explain polity ashie% ements of indi% idual states. Annual repons need
not be drab statistica-laden exeniplars of dullness, instead they %an be used lo

stimulate and inspire. persuade 4nd suggest. in the manner of I-lorase Mann's
famous and influsntial annual reporta.' Most state sshool boards fail io utilize
even the simplest public relations and public information tesliniques.

This is not to say that "image" is a defensible substitute for accomplishment; the point is that accomplishments need to he stressed and reinforced
so that State Boards come to see themselves, and to be seen by others, as
efficacious policy making bodies.

Statutory Constraints
Statutes often se% erely inhibit the ashica einent of a polisy fosus on State
Board agendas. For example. in Colorado. a nett la% pro% ides that the itate
Board of Education lures the state direstor of the bding.u.d ha ultural unit. hears
appeals from &trios %those plans ha% e been rtvested and adopts 4 tinact.ible and
standards for unit approt al of plans. The board also sets a maximum student,
teacher ratio." Obt iously these are important funstions. But it also is dear that
their performance. in anything other than a perforator) manner. %%ill sonsume
sizeable chunks of the State Board's meeting time. Sush .egisI I .ation is ter)
common. Statutory pro% isions of this sort should be % igorously protested.
State school boards should appoint somnussions to in% estigate the extent to
v%hich mandated routine items preempt Board resourses. and to propose .dternathe mechanisms for performing nesessary routine tasks. Sudi sonunissions also
6
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should consider techniques for forcing policy hems onto State Board agendas,
For example, state legislatures could sake a cure from Congress by adopting
programs that automatically expire after a few years unless there is a State Board
recommendation for continuation or modification of the program. In this fashion
legislatures can be encouraged to enhance. rather than inhibit, the policy emphasis of State Board agendas.

Political Isolation
Political scientists often belabor school boards for their "political isolation."
But that is not really the problem. Indeed, anyone who has watched the educa-

tional policy formation process in Washington. D.C. quickly perceives that
immersion in partisan politics is a principal cause for the "educational policyflapping' which we now endure, Educational policy makers must be alert to the
demands and expectations of citizens, and they must recognize that much educational pokey has to find its way through the partisan portions of our governmental
system. But educational policy need not be initiated there.

The state school board is one agency that can consider what educational

policy ought to bea privilege and opportunity rarely afforded the people
0

who are immersed in the business of generating and disbursing public funds.
The great commissions and individuals who set educational goals in the past
usually were not legislators and chief executives.

Conditions Of Board Membershili
The general principles of arced% e boardmanship have been spelled out in
many manuals and need not be discussed here.l° However, some features peculiar
to State Boards of Education warrant mention. First. diversity ofbackground and

the ever changing membership of the Board make it difficult to attain the "club"
atmosphere 'hat often facilitates real give and take on policy matters. However,

by sheer will power (coupled with sonic skill in conflict management by the
chairman or some other Board niember) it should be possible to convert this
problem into an asset: issues can be confronted on their merits, without fear of
stepping on the toes of friends,.or of wrecking baek-homc alliances and expectations A second feature unique to State Boards is that these Boards are saturated
with legal mandates. Unless a new Board meinber can be given expert assistance
in mastering the nature and significance of these legal prescriptions, he/she.will
tend to give them excessive time and attention, w ith the result that the priority
accorded policy matters will be diminished. Thc new -member training sessions
recently organized by NASBE, plus within-state orientation sessions. should be
musts for new board members if policy matters are to become important objects
of attention.
Third, because state school board sessions are short and widely spaced,

most policy matters cannot be fully resolved at a single meeting. Hence,
good Minutes are crucial. They must convey more than the mere fact that a
policy item was discussed. Ideally they will be artfully constructed to display

the issues raised, the positions taken, the progress made and the-tasks
remaining undone.
Another problem for state school board members is their unquestioning
adoption of a classic principle of corporate governance: Boards make policy
and chief executive officers implement it. In my opinion. policy making 4 a
legislatire kind of function. and the performance of that funvtion should not be
dependent upon the support or assistance of the exclaitive agency vhief. There Is
evidence that chief executives do not always function as favditators of the policy
making process: other duties or concerns occasionally place Boards in J position

of dependency " The resuh has been sonic loss of policy making ability by
7
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Boards and legislatures. Today. both legislatures and corporations arc consider-

ing the idea that policy making bodies should have their own staffs." State
Boards also may hate to employ their own staffs if they arc to attain a policy
focus. Perhaps the reasons still become Clearer as ste turn to a discussion of
policies for policy making.

STRATEGIES FOR DEVELOPING
AGENDA3 WITH A POLICY FOCUS
It is not enough merely to limit the obstacles that inhibit a State Board's eflorts
to allot more of its time and talent to agenda hems that concern policy. Unless
policy items arc managed in a productis e fashion. Boards soon o ill res ert to their

traditional emphasis upon routine items. Bio it is wry difficult to manage policy
items in a productite fashion, for they are inherently complex. uncertain and
contros ersial. Research in whim/Hey - policies about rlicy nukingsuggests
approaches that can help Boards deal producusely ohh policy items. Most of
these approaches arc primitise and um alidated, but they can be tned out, refined
and adapted to the unique circumstances of each Board. Fit e aNpo.ts of metapolicy oill be discussed here. goal identification, scheduling. staff oork . ineremen-

talism and agenda buildinr

Goal Identification
The number or polit.) ilettlMat potentially could appear on a [Wart, agenda
far exceeds the resources as ailahle for their consideration. tioa then. can a
Board sdert those poii9 Itt nrs that slutaldin irk I I I On as agenda. and tlwse
that should not' The prinvipal selection criterion !diould be the Board's offlually
established goals If a Shoe Board has des eloped a statement of as Otto main
goals, ft has a useable ,md reasonable des ice for selecting policy items for
inclusion and exclusion on its agenda. Each year a Mae school board should
schedule for itself at least one Major sesSion at %WO it adopts goal statements for
the forthcomuingycr. ai NCH as a More tentatis e Net for du. ;Aiming four-fit e yea!
period.

There are a number of devices that can be used to identify and select
goals. One is to rely upon "authority." For example. speaking at the 1974
NASBE Annual Contention, the then L.S. Comnussioner of Education Terre!
H. Bell set forth "the rite most cmical problems and performance gaps upon
ohich your delis ism should focus. .
I. &Aiml finance equity. 2. School district organitation and boundaries, 3. Collective bargaining in education. 4. Education of bandit apped children. and 5. Performance accountabihty in eduLalion "" Ahhough the Commissioner did not e %plain olo he chose these goals
rather than sotne others. it is probable that los selection stas nude judiciously. .
and dui it constituted a reasonable set of goals perhaps %kith some rearrangement, and ininor Jcielsons .fr additions for a State Board of Education.
Your oo n state wminissioner probably has land definitely thodo' hat el his;ber
ossn lit ()flop priority goals, and of course thi." too should be made explicit and
explicitly considered by the Board.
There are other sours es of authority" to %buil a Slate Board may turn in its
efforts to identift and select goads Not the least of these are the annual resolutions antVor piatitorths regularly adopted by some education organizations. While

such sources or goals statenlems should be sicoed vmih skeptiusm. they frequently incorpor,de szoifit ant ideas and propusdis that v*artant Lonsuletatson iy
stale shool boards. In addition, there arc oLastunal r.ational t.ommissitins %loch
pros ide si aces a VAS statements, fur e sampk . Net eral sui.h Lunlmissions
recently hate been ret letting and nuking proposals about Aecondary education
Obtiously it %%odd he orresponsoble lot et State Board to routinely adopt
8
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the goals and priorities of outside authorities. However, the outside authorities
can provide very helpful fommlations of goals. and front them thc Board can
make its own selection. based on its own considered judgments about thc conditions. the needs and the opponunities confronting publk education in a particular
state. The exercise of such judgment constitutes the basic rationale for having
state school boards.

.

A more expensive device for discerning and selecting goals is to create a
citizens' commission or task force specifically charged to study the state's
educational enterprise and to make recommendations for Its improvement.
The Fleischmann Commission in New York State was a monumental effort
of this sort.'s Many such coMmissions have been formed and have reported
their conclusions and recommendations. Often these reports fail to have

, much impact, not because their substance is ill considered or impractical,
but because the State Board of Education simply does not provide itself with

adequate opportunities for doing more than "receiving" such reports.
An emerging source of goals is the field of assessment and evaluation."
Although this field has scarcely progressed beyond its infancy and hence provides little direct guidance in identifying goals for a State Board, it is a field with
much promise and state school boards should encourage its doelopment. Onc
way to do so is to ins ite the assessors and cialuators to State Board goal selection
sessions, and to solick reconunendations and ads ice. 1:1, providing a 'market*"
for the recommendations of the assessors. slate school boards will envounige the
generation of responsible and useful advice.

Planning, like assessment, remains a primithe a-nd underdeveloped tool for
goal setting Nonetheless. State Boards can solicit input from planners. and by
doing so. can encourage the planners to begin generating more useful and more
responsible information io the goal setting process.
Opinion polling has become a highly developed process in this nation. Thc
Annual Gallup Education polls provide a basis for identifying and selecting
goals Although the pollsters tend to register opinion in a manner not directly
translatable into goals. nonetheless the polls provide an important gauge of dic
perceptions of the population These perceptions. in turn. provide guidance to
goal-setters.

Obviously there are problems with all of thc available aids to goal identifica-

tion and selection. True beliescrs. political partisans. media oents. special
interests. ignorance, traditionalism and other factors can all provide false leads.

Yet goal setting is indispensable. A Board always should hay e a set of top
goalsperhaps one-half dozen and should use these as criterta for selecting
policy items on its agendas.

Scheduling
Scheduling is simply the process of planning the state school board calen-

dar in advance, in a manner designed to foster productive disposition of
policy focused agenda items. Both single-year and four-or fke-year calendars
should be developed Effective scheduling must take into consideration a variety
of factors. the calendars of state legislatures and state and national t.onfercnces.
developments lit thc courts. activities of pertinent Lommissions and capabilities
ci

4c bof state education agency staffs. The actil. itt:2s a such groups help determine the,
most useful time to lake up the various goals wlieLh the State Board has selected .

.L.'

for its consideration As was noted earlier. the polky making pmcess has miny
phases Thus if the State Board is to ntake the most effectIve used leserage. and
if it is to attain the highest possible degree of irifitienLe over other participants in
the policy making process. it must schedule its mitt' calendar in terms of the
activities of other actors.
.
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Agenda Building
Despite the laws of nature and man, society remains somewhat disordedy and
unpredictabk. Even the best of scheduling will be disrupted by some unexpected

event. And even the most diligent staff members will not always produce the
right information at the right time. For these reasons, a State Board must always
be receptive to changing its agenda at the last miraite substituting one policy
item for another, extending consideration of one item at the expense of another;
stopping the whole proceeding in order to review Board goal statements, and so
on. A Board that slavishly adheres to a predetermined agenda. no matter how
carefully drawn, assumes the existence of a world more orderly than it really is.
Thus, at each Board meeting, an early item of business should be a final review
and reconsideration of the agenda itself.

Stall Work
Mui.h of the pmeding material assumes that State Board members have access

to staff perwrb who have both the skills and the i.ommitment to facilitate the
Board's efforts to build polky foutsed agendas. For example. ue have Nuggotcd

the need for "intelhgenix gathering and interpretation, thc institution of a
Board publk relations program. ;Audi s:. of statutory (..onstraints upon Board
agendas. procedunA for briefing new members. preparation of Mitt rto to aci-ommodate the intermittent seheduting of Board meetings, s.ollet-tion of input for

goal identitiation and seleaion seNwriN. and solle,.tion of information nek.es
sal), for effective scheduling of policy items.

Beyond all or these chores there is the obvious one of asscmhling and
distributing the bazkground papers, alternatives for consideration, and rec.
ommendations for action vt hich are essential for producthe consideration of
specific policy items.
Board memhers.themselves Can hardly be expected to perform all these
tasks. In principle, or course, these tasks are the responsihility or t he chief
state school officer. However, based on past performance or local and state
school boards. the national government and corporate boards, there are
some reasons to believe that the chief executive officer may not be able to
provide all or the necessary assistance. Thus a principle recommendation
here is that State Boards or Education should employ staff members directly
responsible to the Board and specifically responsible for performing those
tasks essential for the productive use or time allocated to policy matters.

Incremenlalism
In a nation born in the Age oi Iteason. and propelled to world leadership by the

effort of soene and tedmology.. it hardly V* surprising that %it: tend to idealize
the polmy m4,4 proess in terms of rcaiNon and formula. define the problem.
identify the array of alternatives available lox its solution. assess each alternative

:n terms of its (..osts and s.onsemienes. and then selet the one best solution.
Now there is nothing wrong stall strii ing for such an ideal. But single minded
pursuit of it i.an kali to 'analy ses paralysis an mobilo!, to at.t beLatisc of an
unmanageabk t.omplexity that ldten ays.oilipames lull hitionality Student, of
tOrginil/anonat liCtassOn making have diss.o. cm! that desision makers usually
look for "satisfactory solutions Nadler than opninal ones '7 Polk) is dc
%eloped irmementally one step at a time. Opportunity mid ilecessit present
ott.asions for polivy making. and sudi oLasiiins .lemand responses. even ir the
tufi panoply of problem sok mg teLliniques Lannot be folk.% ett. bs,thpA result
is that the polos.) klet.ision turns out to he only partially adequateVtlic Itlitial
problem. and that unantiopateki Lonseilucni.c matenalue. But the proper re
10
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sponse here is to expect such consequences. to monitor the implementation
system in ways which will identify them, and to keep the policy making system
open to making adjustments and improv ements in the initial policy decision.

In short, we are advocating a policy making policy that is incremental
rather than rationally complete. The danger in this is that the Board will fall
bark on mere reactkon or upportunlsm. There is a middle ground that is
neither excessively complex nor excessively simplistic. The presence of long
range goals, discussed above, is one device for ensuring that incremental

policies tend to move in a predetermined direction, rather than merely
"flapping in the wind."
There is an additional adv antagc to inerementalism. Occasionally a State
Board will adopt a bold new policy.. the implementation of which wreaks havoc
upon the schools. Our schools and our school personnel simply are not equipped
to make massive or sudden changes in their practices and policies. Incremental
changes are far more easily accommodated. and in the Ione run they are more
likely to be accepted.

IMPLEMENTING AN AGENDA
THAT FOCUSES ON POLICY
Even if a State Board succeeds in overcoming the Obstacles to providing
policy focused agendas, and even if those agendas are supported by goal
statements, scheduling and staftwork, everything still can come to naught.
For agendas, like budgets, sometimes aren't followed. Tremendous self discipline and group discipline by Board members are needed if the policy
components of a policy focused agenda are in fact to receive the attention
they deserve. Here are five aids:
Beware of Parkinson's Law. Historian C. Northcote Parkinson's famous
law is that '"work expands to fill the time available for its completion.- (Closely
related is his Law of Trivial). the time expended on an agenda item varies
inversely with the significance of she item.)" Ev en with a policy focus, most
State Board agendas will include many non-polio items. The time allotted to
routine items invariably is under pressure for expansion. for these items often are

of great intrinsic interest.
There arc a number of ways to minimize the effect of Parkinson's Law some
of them outwardly corny. But if your Bo.rd is confirming Parkinson. try these
techniques: (I) Assign to each routine agenda item, in ads ance. the number of
minutes scheduled for its completion. (2) Appoint a timekeeper who is authorized to interject an announcement w henever the predetermined time allotment is exceeded. (3) if a Board member or faction really wants to go beyond the
time allotted for a routine item. require the introduction of a procedural motion
which specifies the place from which the extra time is to be taken. if the motion
passes. (4) Put the routine items last on the agenda.

Meet In A Policy Facilitating Environment. Remove telephones. Prom:nendy display charts that set forth the Boanrs major policy goals. Find a place
where the press, spectators and consultants can hear and sec the proceedings
without distracting them Have a staff person present so that needed materials can

be secured without lengthy recesses. Once or twice a year. particuarly when
metapoliey items are under consideration, ineet in isolation at a two- or three-day
retreat.

Adopt And Adhere To Rules Of Procedure. Policy items 'are inherently
controversial Thus the Board must have known and agreed-upon rules to manage debate. and a chairman skilled in applying those rules to assure that debate
moves toward resolution.
11
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Insist On Good Staffwork. If die materials needed for informed policy
discussions have not been well prepared, or have been distributed too late for
prior attention by Board members, postpone the item and perhaps make publicly
known the cause of the postponement.
Assess Your Work. Every year a portion of a mcedng should be devoted to
a review of thc previous ycar's successes and failures in achieving policy advances. (Annual report time provides such an occasion.) Hire a neutral outside
"policy making auditor" to spend time reviewing the Board's Minutes, observing its meetings, and providing an outside view of how the Board is performing
vis-a-vis policy making. For assessment criteria, use your own statements of
Board goals. They provide the standard by which you and the rest of the world
judge whether you have achieved, and made good use of, Board agendas that
focus on policy.
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SECTION III

Action Alternatives
NASBE Ste Recommendations
To State Boards

Many'of Dr. Colton's suggestions are good; NASBE adds the following:
Once every five years hold hearings or survey a sample of educators,
parents, citizens, legislators, businessmen and students to hear directly from the
constituents about what their concerns and priorities are. Compare this input with
state education agency (SEA) staff-gathered assessment data and establish fiveyear goals and objectives.

Annually hold a chief/Board/key SEA staff retreat to set 12- to 24-month
Board/SEA priorities and to calendar major agenda events.

Use the budget submittal date or the commencement of the legislative
session as the target point toward which a Board agenda cycle works.

Adopt a systematic policy development procedure that identifies key
policy development steps and that includes a coherent plan for gathering and
using needed information prior to making the policy decision.
Set up a Board meeting schedule that allows adequate time for hearings,
Board/staff woik sessions, Boards committee work and formal Board sessions.
Utilize an agenda planning sheet that allows the chief and Board chair-

person to classify the agenda itemi.e., administrative, budget, policy, judicial, legislative and so on, so that conscious time decisions are made. The
planning sheet should also indicate whether it will be an action, discussion, work
session, information or hearing item.

Consider utilizing a "consent" category on the agenda, i.e., an item that
allows the muitigrouping of all non-controversial items for action by a single
motion. This technique requires that, should one Board member object to a
consent item, that item is removed and considered by the full Board.
Exercise discipline in sticking to the plan.

0
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SECTION IV
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APPENDIX
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Footnotes

'Decker F. Walker, "Educational Policy is Flapping in the Wind," Center
Report (Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions, February 1974), p. 21.

Norman D. Kerr, "The School Board as an Agency of Legitimation,"
Sociology of Education 38 (Fall 1964): 34-59. See also Jack Witkowsky, "Education of a School Board Member," Saturday Review, (November 10, 1971).
'Robert Bendiner, The Politics of Schools: A Crisis in SeV-Government (New

York: Harper and Row, 1969).

*oak] F. Campbell and Tim L. Mazzoni, Jr., eds., State Policy Making for
the Public Schools: A Comparative Analysis (Columbus:. The Ohio State University, 1974) p. 388.
91bid., pp. 90. 97-

'Ibid., p. 6.

'Lawrence A. Cremin, ed., The Republic and the School: Horace Mann on the
Education of Free Alen (New York: Teachers College Press, _1957).
*National Association of State Boards of Education, Focus 11 July 1975 p. 8.
9For a good, first-hand account of educational policy making in Washington,
see Harry L. Summerfield, Power and Process: The Formulation and Limits of
Federal Educational Policy (Berkeley: McCutchan, 1974).
"For example, see Cyril O. Houle, The Effective Board (New York: Associa.
don Press, 1969). See also Harold Koontz, The Board of Directors and Effective
Management (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1967).
"For a recent review, see William L. Boyd, "School Board-Administrative

Staff Relationships," in Understanding School Boards, ed. Peter J. Cistone
(Lexington, Massachusetts: D.C. Heath, 1975), pp. 103-130.
"Courtney C. Brown, Putting the Corporate Board to Work (New York:
Macmillan, 1976). Also B.S. Cooper, "A Staff for School Boards," Administrator's Notebook 21 (1973) No. 3.
"National Association of State Boards of Education, Journal of Proceedings
1974 Annual Convention, (Denver: 1974), pp. 1-4.
"For a review and critique of these reports, see Gordon Cawelti, Vitalizing the
High S :hoot (Washington: Association for Supervision and Curriculum De-

velopment, 1974).
'5The Fleischmann Report on the Quality. Cost. and Financing of Elementary
and Secondary Education in New York State, 3 vols. (New York: Viking, 1973).

"For an overview see David T. Tronsgard, Michael J. Grady, Jr., and E.
Dean Coon, Statewide Educational Evaluation (Denver, National Association of
State Boards of Education, 1974).
"Charles E. Lindblom, "The Science of Muddling Through," Public Administration Review 19 (1950): 79-88.
"C. Northcote Parkinson, Parkinson's Law and Other Studies in Administration (Cambridge: Houghlon Mifflin. 1957).
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